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Architectural firm “Derek Williams Limited” was commissioned to re-design and upgrade Mayfair House to create
the four stunning residences. The interiors have been ingeniously designed to create spaces with an aesthetic effect
and, at the same time, practical uses.
Proportionate spaces and high ceilings provide exciting experiences everywhere.
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Its contemporary interior of unquestionable elegance and sobriety surrounds us in an exquisite atmosphere of
luxury and comfort that invite the occupants to relax and spend quality time with family and friends.

The apartments have a carefully blended mix of classical and modern detailing whilst the Penthouse is sleek in
style. Made with materials of excellent quality, such as marble, which is of unquestionable beauty and was
specifically brought from Italy and Asia.
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Its large spaces are perfectly filled with natural light, and small details throughout complete a comfortable
atmosphere that invites us in. We’ll find charming corners with fireplaces that give warmth and friendliness.

In terms of dining, we’ll find beautiful spaces where luxury and elegance are permanent residents and they are full
of details that stand out.
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Each of its spaces is a delight for the eyes and for the senses, a perfect example of good taste and elegance.
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